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Mapus Festivalis

Our Sponsors

Special Thank-Yous
First, an extra special thank you to our primary sponsor, Open Media Foundation. A shout out to
Black Sky Brewery for hosting the awards luncheon and providing some of their custom designed
beer for the after-parties. And to the people whose efforts have made the festival possible (in alphaThe Open Media Foundation • 700 Kalamath St, Denver, CO 80204
(720) 222-0159 • openmediafoundation.org

betical order by first name): Alex Weimer, Ana MacDonell, Ann Theis, Arthur Martinez, Bob Webb,
Casey Elliott, Christine McQuillen, David Webb, Elizabeth Lewis, Elizabeth Rose, Eva Geisness,
Helen Trencher, Ivy Pharr, Jane Darling, Jason Lechak, Jennifer Scardino, Jhonette Perdue, John

Welcome!

Aden, Julie Aguero, Kasha Fauscett, Kate Lowell, Lacie Daye, Lauren Chavez, Mel Klein, Melanie
Gladden, Melissa Harris, Michael Bliss Taggart, Mo Coughlan, Nellja Allen, Patrick Sheridan, Ra-

A Celebration of Local and International Film

mada Denver Downtown, Ron Hurley, Teresa Cocas, Cody Cocas, Tony Shawcross, TownePlace

From Thursday, June 25 through Saturday, June 28, Intendence will screen fifteen films of all categories
from Colorado; twenty-five from Alabama, California, Idaho, Illinois, Minnesota , Missouri, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, Utah, and Virginia; and eleven from Canada, China, the Czech Republic, Georgia, Switzer-

Suites, Vinson Powell, Yari Figueroa. If I missed your name, it is no one’s fault but my own. Please

land, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. Our festival Awards Brunch will be held on Sunday, June 28.

Collaborative Efforts
Twenty-five of our fifty-one films will have filmmaker representation at the festival. Q&A’s will be lively and
thought-provoking. So far we have confirmed fourteen filmmakers from Colorado, nine from other states and
one each from Switzerland and the Republic of Georgia will be attending! From the beginning, the teams
that brought us Intendence have come from film, live theater, television, dance, art, the fantasy & science
fiction world, and, of course, Information Technology. Enjoy!

forgive me. I will list you twice next year. Bob Webb, Executive Director

Intention, Intensity, Independence....Intendence
Gary Zukav defines intention as: a “quality of consciousness that infuses an action”, i.e., the reason or motivation for the action, and choice of intention as the “fundamental creative act” that each
individual performs continually, whether unconsciously or consciously. Creating authentic power requires consciously choosing intentions that create consequences for which the chooser is willing to
assume responsibility (responsible choice), which requires emotional awareness, and which intuition
can assist.
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Colorado Films by Day and Time

Festival Schedule
Thursday, June 25, 2015
• Ticketing/Will-Call			
5:30 pm - 9:30 pm		
Ticket Table (Entry)
• Red Carpet & Gathering*		
6:00 pm - 8:00 pm		
Upstairs Lounge		
• Opening Night Screenings		
8:00 pm - 10:00 pm		
Studio A
• Live-broadcast Q&A**
10:00 pm - 10:30 pm		
Studio A
• Opening Night After-Party
10:00 pm - 12:00 am		
Upstairs Lounge
									Music by Jennifer Scardino

Friday, June 26, 2015
•
•
•

Ticketing/Will-Call			
Lounge opens				
Screenings				

5:30 pm - 9:30 pm T
5:30 pm			
6:00 pm - 10:00 am		

Ticket Table (Entry)
Upstairs Lounge
Studios A & B

• Live-broadcast Q&A**
10:00 pm - 10:30 pm		
Studio A
• Friday After-Party
10:00 pm - 12:00 am		
Upstairs Lounge
									Music by Elizabeth Rose

Saturday, June 27, 2015

Foreign Films by Day and Time

• Ticketing/Will-Call			
1:00 pm - 8:00 pm		
Ticket Table (Entry)
• Screenings 				
2:00 pm - 10:00 pm		
Studios A & B
• Lounge Bar opens			
5:30 pm			
Upstairs Lounge
• Live-broadcast-Q&A**			
10:00 pm - 10:30 am
Studio A
• Saturday After-Party 			
10:00 pm - 12:00 am
Upstairs Lounge
									Music by Elizabeth Rose

Sunday, June 28, 2015

• Awards Luncheon 			
						

1:30 pm - 3:30 pm		
Black Sky Brewery
490 Santa Fe Drive. Denver, CO 80204

* Red Carpet opening festivities will be live-broadcast.
** Attending filmmakers are highly encouraged to participate in the 10 pm live-broadcast Q&As.

Miss Elizabeth Rose
is back for her fifth appearance
at our festival, at both the Friday
and Saturday Night After-Party!
Do not miss out on the talents of
this extraordinary performer and
equally amazing human being.
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Operations Team

Passes, Tickets and Seating
Pricing

Intendence Operations Team
Bob Webb: IFF Executive Director, Director of Operations, IFFC Board President

•

Festival Pass 		

All 3 days

$65

(Sold online and at the ticket table)

•

Opening Night Pass

June 25

$25

(Sold online and at the ticket table)

•

Friday Pass 		

June 26

$25

(Sold online and at the ticket table)

•

Saturday Pass 		

June 27

$25

(Sold online and at the ticket table)

•

Two-day Pass		

Any 2 days $40

•

Red Carpet Event Only June 25

$10 (Sold at the ticket table only)

•

Two-hour Block Tickets

$12

(Sold at the ticket table only)

•

After Party (without a valid pass)

$5

(Sold at the ticket table and in the lounge)

•

Awards Luncheon

$12

(Sold at the ticket table and at the door)

June 28

(Sold at the ticket table only)

Important Information
•

Screenings are divided into two hour blocks, each uniquely identified.

•

Seating is limited this year and sell-outs are expected.

•

Filmmakers (one per film accepted) receive one Filmmaker Pass (value $65) plus two Filmmaker

Jhonette Perdue: IFF Executive Assistant and Assistant Director of Operations
Casey Elliott: Festival Event Host, IFFC Board Member
Ann Theis: OMF Station Director, DOM Technical Lead
Ivy Pharr: OMF Station Assistant
Vinson Powell: Broadcast Host, Technical Coordinator, IFFC Board Member
Helen Trencher: Volunteer Coordinator & Ticketing Manager, IFFC Board Member
Yari Figueroa: Assistant Volunteer Coordinator & Lounge Manager
Melanie Gladden: Property and Beverage Manager
Teresa McCormack Cocas: Assistant to the Director
Cody Cocas: Assistant to the Assistant

A Longterm Relationship
The 2015 Intendence Film Festival is being held once again at the Open Media Foundation, located in
“Denver’s Art District on Santa Fe.” OMF has been a long-time supporter, so we are truly excited that they
will be our host again this year. This is our sixth annual festival; our third as Intendence.

tickets (value $24), good for one block with Filmmaker priority seating. Additional Filmmaker Passes
can be purchased for $50 on Thursday, $35 on Friday, and $20 on Saturday. Filmmakers may be
asked to present an ID to pick up their passes.
•

•

Our Awards Luncheon Host

Order of Seating: Special Guest, Filmmakers Passes and Tickets, Press Passes, then all other Passes

The Black Sky Brewery is hosting this year’s Award Luncheon. It is located just three blocks from

(first come-first served). Tickets for any remaining seats will be sold at the ticket table ten minutes

OMF on the SE corner of 5th and Santa Fe. Check it out for lunch or before the festival opens each

before the screening begins.

day. Beer.Pizza.Metal. Black Sky has 23 taps featuring in-house and guest brews, and serves a dis-

After-parties are free with a valid pass, otherwise a $5 cover will apply.

tinct New Haven Style Pizza. Daily lunch specials & happy hour. http://www.blackskybrewing.com/

Miss Jennifer Scardino

who will perform at our Opening
Night After-Party, headlined our
2014 New Year’s Eve party to an
appreciative crowd. We are big
fans now and can’t wait to see
how high she soars. She’s just
kinda fabulous.
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2015 Films

Film Schedule

Tri-State
Webisode (NY)
16 min OA00
Matthew Van Vorst

Primed with freshly baked cupcakes and her sparkly feather pen, Meredyth
sets off to find last-minute replacement roommates for her perfectly
decorated three bedroom apartment in NYC. In this comedy, “Tri-State,”
lipsticks, cigarettes, and Bibles are forced to find perfect harmony, without
the help of Meredyth’s pitch pipe.

White Waves
Doc (UT)
44 min OA01
Jeremy Jensen

Powdersurfing draws inspiration from centuries of surf culture and decades of skateboarding and snowboarding. This true binding-free form of
mountain riding has broken the boundaries of traditional snowboarding.
Focusing on the essence of riding mountains and putting a reliance on
true balance, powdersurfing demands a complex relationship between
rider, board and mountain.

Will I Scatter Away?
Art-Experimental (CA)
6 min OB01
Emma Penaz Eisner

Danger threatens a man seeking himself in a dream-like landscape.
Award-winning young filmmaker Emma Penaz Eisner combines live action
and stop motion animation to create a surrealistic thriller about a man’s
encounter with menace and desperation. Her dissonant original soundtrack
punctuates this unsettling short film.

Women Are The
Change
Doc-Short (CO)
24 min OA02
Linda Stout

Sub-Saharan Africa is poised for sweeping change. Educated women are the
agents of this change. They are the mothers of a new Africa. This is the story
of African girls and how educating them can change everything. The women
in the film grew up as ordinary girls, struggling with the traumas of war, loss
of innocence, and obstacles of culture. And yet they are now extraordinary
women - educated and giving back to their communities.

Detailed Film Schedule
Thursday, June 25, 2015
Block #
Studio A
OA00 The Emotional Dimensions of the James
Th: 8-10 River (3); Being Dennis (10); Shadows

(14); Tri-State (16); Metanoia (19); Mirror
Mirror (5); Inner Dimension (44)

Th: 10-12 Live Broadcast Q&A
Friday, June 26, 2015
Block #
Studio A
OA01 The Rookie’s Dream (15); White Waves
Fri 6-8 (44); Living with the Dead (49)

Block #
Studio B
OB01 Modesto 2034: Glimpses of the Future
Fri: 6-8 (4); Light Divides the Square (5); Will I

OA02 Women Are the Change (24); Picking Up
Fri: 8-10 the Pieces (28); Seeing Each Other (57)
Fri: 10-12 Live Broadcast Q&A

Fri: 8-10

Scatter Away? (6); Negative Nature (7);
Displacements (9); Phantasm: Isolation
(13); Czech Film Avant-Garde (60)
OB02 Searching for Eddie Running Wolf (98)

Saturday, June 27, 2015

Intendence Film Festival
Our mission is tor provide an inclusive film event that features the world-class talents of the Coloorado
Film industry while acknowledting good filmmaking wherever it originates. The festival also encourages
and recognizes emerging young filmmakers. As actors and filmmakers who have chosen to live in Colorado, we feel compelled to highlight the extraordinary skills of local writers, producers, filmmakers and
artistic talent while at the same time attracting first-rate storytellers from all over the world.

Open Media Foundation
The Open Media Foundation (OMF) is an innovative media and technology non-profit organization dedicated to putting the power of the media in the hands of the people, enabling everyone to engage in their
community and bring about the change they wish to see in the world.
To accomplish our mission, we begin with providing affordable, high-end media and technology services.
We follow up by offering training and tools that enable everyone to represent their own voice in the media
conversation.
7 12
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Block #
Studio A
OA03 The Earthquake (96)
Sat: 2-4
OA04 Deadvolt (3); Fire Ripples (3); Fire Walk
Sat: 4-6 With You (6); Killing Her Softly (10); Red
Dot (13); Narcissist (17); The Invisible
Man (54)

OA05 Sezar Alkassab: David (1); CHOPS, Tiger
Sat: 6-8 JK, Yoon Mi-rae: Turn It Up (4); At the

End of the Line (5); Merciless Flowers (6);
Knights of the Long Table (10); Rats on
Cocaine in Time (10); Fishing for Unicorns
(30); Penny (30)
OA06 September Sketch Book (8); The Man
Sat: 8-10 from the City (11); The Breakdown on
Highway 7 (16); Grandpa’s Debtor (17);
The Schoolboy (19); Theseus (25)

Block #
Studio B
OB03 Poverty Inc. (111)
Sat: 2-4
OB04 The Illusionist (54); Tree of Ararat (55)
Sat: 4-6
OB05 Driving While Black (99)
Sat: 6-8

OB06 The One That Got Away (7); Sam's Box
Sat: 8-10 (14); The Making of the Undead Milkman
(35); The Silver Moonlight (45)

Sat: 10-12 Live Broadcast Q&A
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Film Descriptions
Filmmaker or Representative Attending

At the End of the Line
Music Video (MN)
5 Min OA05
Robert Kerr

In 1939 Nazi Germany, Jewish parents, sensing their lives were in great
danger, put their children aboard trains to be raised by foster families across
free Europe. They did this knowing they would probably never see their
children again. This unforgettable story of the kindertransport features an
original song by Vera Zero, in collaboration with Jason Bradley.

Being Dennis
Short (CA)
10 min OA00
Trish Sie

Being Dennis is a live-action short film by writer/director Trish Sie, the
Grammy Award-winning director of OK Go music videos and the 2014
feature film, Step Up All In. Sie tackles the ferocious love of man’s best friend
by chronicling a night in the life of her own dog, Dennis, as portrayed by
brilliant comedic actor, Derek Mehn.

CHOPS, Tiger JK, Yoon
Mi-rae: Turn It Up
Music Video (CA)
4 min OA05
Steve Nguyen

Music from the Strength In Numbers album by CHOPS. Directed by Studio
APA (Steve Nguyen & Choz Belen). Performed by Tiger JK and Tasha.
Written and produced by CHOPS.

Czech Film
Avant-Garde
Documentary
(Czech Republic)
60 Min OB01
Libor Nemeškal

The unique artistic direction of the 1920s and 1930s involved some of the
greatest people of Czech culture. However, is it really a forgotten landmark of
the Czech cinematography or just an artificial construct, subsequently created
by film historians? This documentary by Libor Nemeškal explores the films
that ‘perish and die when exposed to the daylight.’

Deadvolt
Short (CO)
3 min OA04
Laurie Clemens

Teenage Carla slides into bed after getting home late. Her parents, Tony and
Julia, are sound asleep until the BEEP in the night disturbs their bliss. Julia
insists Tony go handle the BEEP. When he doesn’t return, Julia follows and is
lured by the BEEP into the darkness.

Displacements
Art-Exp. (UK)
9 min OB01
Manuel Alvarez
Diestro

Hong Kong is one of the densest cities in the world. With no more space
available, new towns have been built adjacent to the cemeteries. Today in
Hong Kong, the world of the living coexists with the world of the dead.
Meanwhile, its inhabitants move from place to place, waiting for their final
displacement.

Driving While Black
Feature (CA)
99 min OB05
Paul Sapiano

A comedy about the extra layer of police hassle that the young black man
faces while driving. Dimitri delivers pizzas for a living, but he is offered a
job driving a Hollywood tour bus. This film explores, with love, the black
experience in everyday interactions with the police.

6
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In the 1980s, a group of kids in Houston made films together. This documentary recounts some of their misadventures and schlocky films, including their horror spoof, The Undead Milkman.

The Making of the Undead Milkman
Doc-Short (CO)
35 min OB06
John Aden

A mysterious businessman with questionable intentions visits a small
town as he contemplates leaving his big city life behind. Starring SAG
award winner Robert Clohessy (Boardwalk Empire, Blue Bloods, Wolf of
Wall Street) and Sean Young (Blade Runner, Ace Ventura, No Way Out).
Directed by Elias Plagianos.

The Man From
The City
Short (NY)
11 min OA06
Elias Plagianos

The One That Got Away is based on a poem by my late friend and brother,
Matthew Shane Kenney, and explores the loss of love and life as well as the
eternal spirit of soul, through a metaphorical experimental visual narrative.

The One That Got
Away
Art-Exp (CO)
7 min OB01
Daniel Joseph
Dierker

In 2013, several Chinese climbers visited Tibet, and attempted to climb
Mt. Everest. But most of them are entrepreneurs in China, not professional
mountaineers. Could they make it from the most dangerous side of the
mountain, and mount to the summit of the world?

The Rookie’s Dream
Doc-Short (China)
15 min OA01
Honghai Li

Claire, a former teacher, is haunted by her memories of a tragic event that
happened a year ago. In order to come to terms with her past, she decides
to return to the place where her sense of guilt originated: School.

The Schoolboy
Short (UK)
19 min OA06
Paloma Lommel

In a sinister cabaret called ‘Madame Leander’s,’ Sybille, the beautiful
star attraction, sings her trademark chanson of ‘a romance that is false.’
However, she does not adhere to the warnings of her own song and falls
for a handsome young patron who frequents the club. In order to pursue
the man she loves, she agrees to a horrific sacrifice with the club’s macabre
owner.

The Silver Moonlight
Feature (CO)
45 min OB06
Evgueni Mlodik

In the near future, 15-20 year-old convicted murderers are sent down to a
hostile environment to hunt or be hunted by a deadly creature known as
the “Minotaur”.

Theseus
S/YF (CO)
25 min OA06
Kai Dickson

This documentary, filmed in ‘’Yerevan’’ (Armenia), illustrates the natural
relationship between the people and the trees. It provides an unfamiliar
perspective of the things we consume by describing a tree’s greenery, its
growth, and its role in today’s life. It shows, in a unique way, that the trees
have a necessary, organic place in our lives. Set against the aftermath of the
Armenian genocide.

Tree Of Ararat
Documentary
(Switzerland)
55 min OB04
Yakup Kamay
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September Sketch
Book
Short (CO)
8 min OA06
Ronnie Cramer

2015 Films

An experimental film created using old-school animation; over 5,400
drawings made with pen and paper. The film is abstract in nature, with
sequences based on flags from around the world.

Chased into a raging forest fire, an escaped mental patient drags a female
firefighter into an opening in the fire. He may be insane, but he struggles
to control his nature and tame the wildfire.

Fire Ripples
Short (CO)
3 min OB04
Mark Roeder

A dreamscape homage to Twin Peaks and David Lynch, combining both
visual and musical resonance that every Lynch fan will appreciate.

Fire Walk With You
Short (CO)
6 min OA04
Michael Bliss

Fishing For Unicorns tells the story of Joe Everett, a surfboard maker whose
passion for fishing has led to an obsession with catching the world record
largemouth bass. This obsession has taken over his life.

Fishing For Unicorns
Doc–Short (CA)
30 min OA05
Chris Rady

Sezar Alkassab:
David
Animation (UK)
1 min OA05
Sezar Alkassab

An animation of Sezar Alkassab’s stand-up routine about David vs Goliath.

Shadows
Science Fiction (UK)
14 min OA00
Luke Armstrong

Based on recent events and set in the year 2037, Shadows is a contemporary
Orwellian vision of the future. Following a coup d’état, the new UK government has used virtually all of its digital technology for surveillance and
control over the general population, ultimately becoming a totalitarian state.
But the country is now on the brink of a revolution.

The Breakdown on
Highway 7
Short (CO)
16 min OA06
V Vansay Zanubon

A supernatural thriller exploring family and love. After his car has broken
down on a secluded mountain road and with no cell phone reception, Luke
Bell, a successful 34-year-old Doctor, takes a ride with a stranger and finds
himself in serious danger. What should have been a simple journey home to
his pregnant wife turns into a journey to save his life.

A family of swindlers search the newspapers for notices of funeral services
for rich people. After the funerals, they visit these families with news that
the deceased person owed money.

Grandpa’s Debtor
Short (Republic of
Georgia)
17 min OA06
Beka Sikharulidze

The Earthquake
Documentary (China)
96 min OA03
Honghai Li

On May 12th, 2008, a catastrophic earthquake hit the town of Wenchuan
in Sichuan Province, China. It was one of the most severe earthquakes in
China’s long history. Zundao, s-qinyia, a small town near Wenchuan, was
nearly completely destroyed in the havoc. Ninety-five percent of its buildings
collapsed and hundreds of thousands of people were killed or wounded.
TimeDoc spent six years documenting its recovery by following the progress
of several selected survivors.

Three people go missing in our world and find themselves in another dimension, where the danger is yet unknown and escape may be the least of
their worries. As more people arrive, they face a conflict that puts not only
the Earth at stake, but the entire universe.

Inner Dimension
Webisode (CO)
44 min OA00
Kasha Fauscett

A debutante discovers a secret that depresses her to suicide. So she hires a
hit man to kill herself, but surprise lies in wait.

Killing Her Softly
Short (CO)
10 min OA04
Linh Ngo

A young King Arthur struggles to unite his kingdom. Words fly, swords
clash, and Arthur’s keen sense of furniture design is put to the ultimate
test.

Knights of the Long
Table
Short (CA)
10 min OA05
Andrew Burlinson

While this animation follows in the tradition of experimental cinema, it
is created within a computer. Virtual items are used to create a fantastic
visual effect. The aesthetic experience is enhanced using computergenerated sounds that seem to be genuinely non-digitalized.

Light Divides the
Square
Art-Exp. (OH)
5 min OB01
Kimberly Burleigh

The Emotional Dimen-

sions of the James
River

S/YF (VA)
3 min OA00
Michelle Marquez

The Illusionist
Documentary (Turkey)
54 min OB04
Kagan Olgunturk
The Invisible Man
Webisode (IL)
54 min OA04
Tim Compton
7

10

Musically and visually designed based on a neuroscience research project,
this experimental short film explores the deeply rooted biological connection that the human brain forms with complex images, sounds, and music.
Using drones for aerial photography and special Infrared cameras, fifteenyear-old filmmaker Michelle Marquez breaks down the barrier between
science and art in this unique visual and auditory experience.
Sermet Erkin was a student of the most famous Illusionist in Turkish history,
Zati Sungur. Sermet started his work in Switzerland and eventually returned
to Turkey. He was very popular on television in the 80s and early 90s. Because of the changes in culture and daily life, he was eventually dropped by
the broadcasters, and now he can only perform on stage as a part of theater
acts.
Based on the novel by H.G. Wells, this series follows a jaded scientist who
travels to a remote mountain region to enlist the help of a former colleague
in a plot for revenge, but his plans are hindered by a group of suspicious
locals and a mysterious figure from his past.
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Living with the Dead
Documentary (AL)
49 min OA01
Chance Multimedia
Merciless Flowers
Music Video (CO)
6 min OA05
Van Wampler/
Meagan Chandler
Metanoia
Student/Young Filmmaker (ID)
19 min OA00
Taylor Foerster
Mirror Mirror
Short (CO)
5 min OA00
Patrick Sheridan
Modesto 2034:
Glimpses of the
Future
Art-Exp. (CA)
4 min OB01

Jessica Gomula-Kruzic

Narcissist
Short (CA)
17 min OA04
Eric Casaccio

2015 Films
Manila is the world’s most densely populated city. In the center of this
heaving metropolis lies the North Cemetery. The final resting place of
hundreds of thousands of the city’s Catholic dead, the cemetery is also home
to a living community of more than 2,000 people. The resiliency of those
living in the cemetery is an inspiration in the face of a cautionary struggle for
political, reproductive, and human rights.political, reproductive, and human
rights.

A boy who uses drugs to cope with his problems with isolation realizes his
world is falling apart when he no longer has the ability to tell the difference between a drug-induced hallucination in his isolation and his own
dreams. Every part of his life is distorted as he struggles to return to his
true identity.

Phantasm: Isolation
Art-Experimental (PA)
13 Min OB01
Patrick Gregg

In a dreamy vision, a young woman wakes up to her wild side and unique
gifts with the help of a few elemental superhero friends, set to Meagan Chandler’s original song, Merciless Flowers.

How does one “live” after surviving the Holocaust? Picking Up the Pieces
explores the unique struggles faced by the children who survived. Their
stories are interwoven into a conversation about belief in God, forgiveness,
home, Jewish identity and memory, with the survivors finishing each other’s sentences as they poignantly reveal the depth of their shared trauma
and the resilience of the human spirit.

Picking Up the Pieces
Student/Young Filmmaker (MO)
28 min OA02
Joshua Tebeau

Buried deep in a hole in his own mind, choking underneath his skin, Finnley
Moore has grown callous. Like being in tepid water, he swims in eternal purgatory. His creativity blocked, his mind is flooded with memories and visions
of the young person he once was.

Examining the influence of corporate globalization and exposing the
destructive nature of our modern financial system, Poverty, Inc. offers
a sobering look into how the predatory economic policies instituted by
America’s new elite class have contributed to the nation’s descent into
Third World status.

Poverty Inc.
Documentary (NY)
111 min OB03
Gary Null

Rats on Cocaine is an animated series about two violent, drug-addled lab
rodents named Cage and Alice. In this installment, they are hurled back in
time, where they learn a little about why they are such terrible creatures.

Rats on Cocaine in
Time
Animation (OH)
10 min OA05
Dean Packis

Two people meet at an art gallery one night only and make a connection
while discussing art and their lives.

Red Dot
Short (CO)
13 OA04
Peter Nemenoff

Due to tragic events, two really lonely guys hatch a series of plans to take
their own lives. But can they really stick to their plan?

Sam’s Box
Short (CA)
14 min OB06
Felipe Gon

Legend told of an artist who could carve anything out of a piece of wood,
who raised a 125-pound tundra wolf to keep as his pet and companion.
His flowing locks of black hair were believed to have mystical powers
over the female persuasion. Challenged by a commission from an avid art
collector, he was tasked with carving a life-size nude statue from marble.
Will he honor his contract and finish his masterpiece? Or would his
personal life and a dose of insanity keep him from true greatness?

Searching for Eddie
Running Wolf
Documentary (IL)
98 min OB02
Thomas Hartmann

As an actor prepares to step out on stage for another performance, the voices
of self-doubt and self-confidence rage within. Which one will win tonight?
A choose-your-adventure style game leads our player throughout downtown
Modesto as he creates his own path through the story line, trying to find his
estranged brother. Uncovering clues and reflecting upon what the future of
the city could be, our player contemplates his own moral character as he decides where to protect his brother from the Enforcers. (A real game! https://
play.scramboo.com/csu/2034/welcome#trail-head. It works on a smartphone
or Chrome... location-based in Modesto, CA.)
Narcissist is the story of a kind soul (Evan) who attracts a dark knight (Rob)
into his life. It’s almost as if it’s meant to be, until Rob changes from a charming man to a manipulative individual who suddenly pulls the carpet out
from under Evan, smashing his heart into a million pieces. Evan’s post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) takes him to a place of truth while Rob spirals
into his own midlife crisis.

Negative Nature
Art-Exp. (Canada)
7 min OB01
Dawn George

Bugs, slugs and time-lapse plants are treated in film reversal, embellished
with a sophisticated sound design and delivered with touches of drama and
humour in a six-minute blast of challenging cinematic reverie.

Penny
Doc-Short (CA)
30 min OA05
Elizabeth Sher

Penny Cooper is a celebrated criminal defense attorney, art collector, and
supporter of women artists. She is also an underdog advocate, social activist and lesbian. From the 1950s to the present, she has found herself at the
center of dramatic and social changes. And she has a great sense of humor!
Penny is the compelling story of this role model and social activist as told by
Penny herself and the people who have participated in her fabulous life.
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Seeing Each Other depicts the tenuous nature of the modern relationship
through the eyes of two young couples - Josh and Julie, Greg and Rose.
When Josh and Julie break up, secret desires arise among the four friends.
Josh and Rose start ‘seeing each other’ and Greg looks to Julie for comfort.
Ultimately, they discover what they really need is a lasting connection.
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Seeing Each Other
Feature (CA)
57 min OA02
Andrew Fisher
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